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ZOO RESIDENTS: Preening flamingoes; posing
otter; laid·bsck leopard.
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Five-year plan addresses
needs of handicapped
Editors Note- This is the first of a
three-part series on the halldicapped a11d their problems at the rmiversity.

Susan Schmidt
There was a disabled Vietnam vet
on campus around 1976-77. He was
a big man, about 6'4" and he
weighed well over 200 pounds. He
was blind.
If he ran into a bicycle, he would
carefully feel to see if the bike was
chained to a bike rack. If it was, the
vet chalked it up to experience; making a mental note of the rack's location so he might avoid future collisions.
If the bicycle was chained to a
tree, or a light pole, or, say, a supporting beam to a building, it was
another story entirely. He would go
to the front wheel, and grasp either
side of it 'Yith his hands. He would
then put hts foot on the hub of the
spokes, and push until the two sides
of the tire were touching.
He would check his pants, and if
his collision had put rips in both
knees, he would proceed to bend the
rear wheel as well.
.
"I was with him once when he
bent the actual frame of an improperly parked bicycle. Sometimes peopie just don't realize how their behavior may be affecting someone
else," said Campus Planner Joe
McKinney.
. In 1975, the New Mexico Legislature appropriated $179,450 to UNM
for the removal of architectural barriers in the schools of Architecture,
·Journalism, Electrical Engineering
and one dormitory.
Those were the only funds which
have been earmarked specifically
for rendering buildings accessible to
tht handicapped, said McKiMey,
adding, "I need more money."

However, every new structure
since 1968, including the Student
Health Center and University College building, has been designed to
accomodate the needs of the dis. abled. Also, every major remodeling has been restructured where
necessary to accomodate the handicapped.
A 1982 report estimated
$1,900,000 in expenditures since
1968 which were directly related to
providing accessiblity on central
campus.
McKinney said the primary goal
of the university is program accessibility. That means not every bui1ding, but every academic program
should be accessible to any student,
· he said.

In the UNM Five Year Facilities
Master Plan, published in 1982, a
compilation of remodeling required
for the handicapped was listed in
order of priority. KUNM is at the top
of that list. On the third floor of
Onate Hall, it would cost $88t000 to
remodel it for use by the handicapped.
"Perhaps it would be less expensive to move the location of KUNM
- we have to look at all the avenues,'' said McKinney. Other areas
in need of remodeling are the library, the industrial arts labs and
several of the science labs.
On June 3, 1977, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare

..

Flamingoes preen behind a curtain of falling water. Overhead foliage
rustles, turquoise feathers flash, ajungle bird screams. Miles away'? No, right
downtown at the Rio Grande Zoological Park.
'fhe .building which h?uses the tropical ra1~ forest, like the herpctarium,
wh1ch Js home for puff a<Jders and boa constnctors, is part of the expansion
and renovation of the Albuquerque zoo.
The newest exhibit at the zoo features a pair of Mexican wolves in the
James R. Modrall Exhibit. Though the species used to roam the entire
Southwest, only 30 of these wolves art~ left in the wild -all in Mexico. The
zoo isoneoffourU.S. zoos chosen by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
cooperation with the Mexican Direccion General de Ia Fauna Silvestre to
receive a pair of the animals to initiate a captive breeding program.
The wolf project reflects the contemporary purpose of zoos. Formerly
funclioniug mainly as exhibition ar(;aS; zoo& are increasingly important as
preserves for endangered species like the wolf, the bald eagle and the snow
leopard.
The zoo is open from lOa.m. to5 p.m. daily. It is closed Christmas, New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving. Admission is $2 per person.

Francis Crick speaks
to capacity crowd
Kent Kullby

Famous scientist Dr. Francis
Crick spoke before full houses at
each of his four lectures at the University of New Mexico.
About 500 students packed
Woodward Hall room 101 to listen
to the Noble Laureate's first lecture on how the brain knows what
the eye sees. Crick outlined how
much knowledge has been
to11ti11utd 011 ptllt 6 gathered on this seemingly simple
•
but actually baffling process of
perception.
He said scientists have been
able to locate the places in the
brain responsible for each of the
senses by placing short lived isotopes in a volunteer's brain and
graduates each year to intern with tracking them while the volunteer
inter-American organizations, such talks, touches, smells and reacts to
as the Pan-American Health Orga- light. However, even after finding
nization, the U.N. Economic Com- ttlese places, scientists find milmission for Latin America and the lions of complex nerve celts with
Council of the Americas.
billions of snyapses connecting
The grant will also provide seed them.
money for the establishment of an
The research Crick has been
annual studies colloquium for lead- doing at the Saulk Institute in San
ing scholars in Latin America and Diego shows that the messages
the U.S.
sent from the eye to the brain folThe Mellon Foundation was con· low a series of parallel paths.
tacted about two years ago by LAI Other parts of the brain concerning
Director Gilbert W. Merkz," After I the mind's preconceptions and
talked to them, I asked, 'What do I memory reinforce the messages
do next?' They said nothing. They and ultimately interpret them. He
don't accept applications for grants, said scientists are also interested in
how the light is interpreted and
they solicit them." .
Last spring, UNM was invited to refined into electro-chemical mes.
submit a proposal to the Mellon sages in the eye.
In the smaller lecture hall of
Foundation. Funds from this grant
will be put to use begil1ning With the Room 120 of Northrop Hall more
than 300 students and professors
spring semester.

$200 1 000 grant to ben eflt
•
•
d
La· tl n Am e rl can stu ents
The Latin . American Institute
(LAI) has received a $200,000 grant
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation of New Yotk.
Interest and principal from the
grant will be used over the next
seven years in support of several
LAI programs; including field research grants, inter-American internships, publications and an
annual Latin American Studies colloquium.
State support of the LAI this fiscal
year is approximately $122,000.
The Mellon Grant provides approximately $23,000 for the spring
semester, and about $43,000
annually for the next six years. .
The institute intends to fund two
advanced graduate students annually as half-time student program interns. It also plans to provide living
stipends for five UNM and NMSU

Zoo acts as preserve
for endangered species

listened to the co-discoverer of
DNA discuss the origin of life.
Crick had written the controversial book "Life ltselr' which said
that life on earth may have started
from microbes sent by another
planet. He said he presents the idea
as a theory to be proven or disproven, but "certainly it's one that
people who hate chemistry can relate to.;,
He said by testing this theory
according to our knowledge and
technologies today we can start
thinking about how we would send
the same gift of life to another
planet. Finding another planet
capable of supporting life would
not be a great problem, he said.
"Years ago we thought it was
safe to say we would never know
what stars are made of. Now we
are analyzing the light sent out by
distant stars and can tell what elements they are madenof,'' Crick
said.
Crick then explilined the conditions needed for life ahd what
might be the evolution of the microbes. He said he believes the first
chromosomes and genes of primitive life may have started with an
RNA struc_ture, a single strand of
nucleic acids. Then it developed
into the double strand formation of
DNA, allowing for twice as much ·
genetic information to be stored
and carried on to the next generation. Th" next step could be the
evolution of a quadruple strand of
nucleic acids Which could form
even higher organisms than
.ourselves, he said •

P~ge
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Israel allows
U.N. observers
TEL AVIV -The Israeli government Sunday agreed to allow
U.N. observers into west Beil:ut,
where hundreds of Palestinian civilians were massacred after the lsr<teli
army allowed its Christian allies to
enter refugee camps.
A senior Israeli official acknowledged the army allowed Christian
militiamen to enter refugee camps
where they gunned down hundreds
of Palestinian n1cn, women and children. But the official said Israeli sol·
diers tried to halt the carnage.
A worker for the Islamic Scouts
organization in Beirut said his group
estimated 1.400 people died in the
massacre, which began Friday. The
Palestine Liberation Organization
announced in Damascus the death
toll was I ,800.
By late afternoon, ambulance
workers said they had recovered 300
bodies from bulldozed buildings of
the two camps amid the stench of
death and the wailing of grieving
women.
Searchers reported about 210
bodies were still inside the rubble. A
reporter who managed to slip by
Lebanese soldiers guarding the
camps said 86 more bodies were
placed in three Jines inside the camp.
In a lengthy communique, issued
after a 3 !12 hour emergency meeting,
the Israeli Cabinet ignored calls by
the opposition Labor Party for the
government's resignation and instead launched a vehement attack on
its critics.
It said charges that Israel was
directly or indirectly responsible for
the Palestinian massacre were
''blood libel.''

Mexican customs officers distributed leafleats Tuesday listing the
restricted foods, which include tortillas, bread, sugar, beef, cookies
and crackers, fresh fruit and vegetables, chicken, sausage and hams,
com and wheat flour, milk and dairy
products, lard, rice, beans, pasta,
eggs, soap, detergent, vegetable oil,
shortening and canned foods.
During the next l 0 days, people
stopped at the international bridge.~
will be asked by Mexican Customs'
agents to return all restricted foods
to stores where they were purchased, said Luis Gutierrez y Gonzalez, chief of Mexican customs in
Juarez.
After the 10-day period, any restricted foods found at the bridge will
be confiscated, he said.
Residents of U.S. border areas
have been taking advantage of recent devaluations of the peso,
buying inexpensive food in Mexico
and creating food shortages for
Mexican citizens.
. ,•
"I have confidence that people of
the United States will not purchase
the restricted goods," Gutierrez y
Gonzalez said. "And I have confidence that Mexicans will not sell
those goods to people from the United States.''

Mexico increase
oil exports to U.S. National News
CIUDAD JUAREZ, MexicoMexican customs officials
Wednesday searched automobiles
leaving the city in the first full day of
a crackdown to prevent many basic
food items from leaving the country.
The Mexican government has for
several weeks prohibited the export
of large quantities of basic foods,
but orders now in effect prohibit any
basic foods from crossing the
border.

Marine return
Hhighly unlikely"
WASHINGTON - President
Reagan and his top diplomatic and
military advisers conferred Sunday
on U.S. options in the Lebanon crisis, but aides called the return of the
Marines to Lebanon "highly unlikely."
The president met for 75-minutes
in an emergency meeting in the

White House Situation Room with
Cabinet-level advisers at midday.
Then Sunday night after the aides
met in smaller sessions, the advisers
returned to the White House.
Secretary of State George Shultz
and Defense Secretary Caspar
W~inberger attended both meetings.
M1ddle East negotiator Philip Habib
arrived in Washington from his California home late Sunday and
attended the second session.
Deputy White House press secretary Mort Allin said he did not expect
an announcement of any decision
Sunday night. The evening meeting
was called, he said, "to review
some of the discussions that have
been held."

Emmys awarded
HOLLYWOOD- Nancy Marchand, the aristocratic publisher of
"Lou Grant's" defunct newspaper,
and Michael Corlfad, the balding sex
symbol of' 'Hill Street Blues,'' won
the best supporting performer
awards at the annual Emmy pre·
sentations Sunday.

Student Book Store
opposite UNM

2122 Central Ave. SE
243·1777
Sat 10-5

State and Local News

BOOK SALE
Up To 80% Off!
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Inmate found dead
in Santa Fe prison

I

SANTA FE- A 19-year-old
state penitentiary inmate was found
dead in his protective custody cell
hanging by the nr.ck from a bed:
sheet, corrections officials said.

,.

!!
I

Loretta Swit, who plays Army
nurse Maj, "Hotlips" Houlihan in
"MASH," won her second award
for best supporting actress in a comedy, variety or music series.
The best supporting actor award
in the comedy category went to
Christopher Lloyd, who plays the
burned-out, drugtaking driver on
"Taxi." He was not present to
accept.
Sir Laurence Olivier was named
the best supporting actor in a limited

The officer got the inmate out of
the cell next to Padilla's to help in an
unsuccessful effort to revive the man
through mouthto-mouth resuscitation, Pederson said.
The body was taken to the medical examiner's office in Albuquerque.

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189 with coupon
Reg. '221
Open at
IJSe our convenient drive up windows at
11:00 Daily
18.30 Lorn as at Yale
Other "Locations
4700 Menaul NE
.
·
10015 Central NE
5231 Central NW -Coupon expires 9·26·82
1i 200 Monlnno-n "''"'

Get Two Free
Buy one Mars .Smm Pencil
with extra leads and eraser for $5.99
and Get Two More Free.
Limit 24 per customer. Dealers welcome.
Offer expires 12·31·82

w

WITH

Serving the Universit~ of New Mexico and the Albuquerque area
Mon·Fr1 8:30·$:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

The Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences also took the occasion
to honor Ingrid Bergman and Jack
Albertson, both of whom died during the year,

with coupon tbru 9·26-82

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777

Penny Fuller won the award for
best supporting actress in a limited
series for her appearance in "The
Elephant Man," ··which she called
''an extraordinary experience for me
and the nation."

A suicide note also was found in
the cell of the victim, Bonifacio
Padilla, who was convicted of first
degree rape last March and sentenced from Bernalillo County to a
12-year prison term.
Jeff Pederson, spokesman for the
corrections department, said the
officer making routine rounds in
Cellblock 4 Saturday evening
noticed a blanket had been hung up
over the door to Padilla's cells.

Conrad, who plays the paternal
Sgt. Esterhaus, won in a category in
which all five nominees were from
"Hill Street Blues."

opposite UNM

series for his portrayal of Lord March main on the Public Broadcasting
System's "Brideshead Revisited "
his fourth Emmy.
'

A Large Bowl of our
Spicy Green Chili Stew
flour tortilla & s•all soft drink
$1.69 45(: savings

M-F 8:30·5:30

Student Bookstore

by United Press International

The Israeli official said his na·
tion's forces agreed in advance to Jet
the Christian Phalangists enter the
Sabra and Chatila camps to battle
hold-out guerrillas but said: "Nobody dreamed that this would
happen."
Foreign Minister Yitzhrtk Shamir,
another senior official told reporters, will inform the United Nations
that Israel agrees to increase tl:te
number of U.N. observers in Beirut.
Asked about President Reagan's
demand Israel leave Beirut im·
mediately, the off1cial said: "Jt is
being carried out. We've turned
over the camps to the Lebanese
army."
Reagan met with his top advisers
to consider Lebanese requests that
U.S. Marines be sent back into
Beirut or that U.N. troops in southern Lebanon be moved into the
Israeli-occupied capital.
White House aides said redeployment of the multinational peacekeeping force that includes U.S.
troops was "highly unlikely" but a
spokesman listed that as one of
several options under consideration.
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393565.·China. By. Z. Shifeng, C. Shaotang, eta!.
t:'early 250 full color plates. Breathtaking book on the
hfe and ~ulture of China, written andillus. by Chinese
experts m various fields, giving Western readers an
unpre.cedcnted firsthand look at this vast, ancient and
beautiful. land. The s~unning color photos reveal a
world of 1mme~se vancty, capturing China's age-old
culture, fantastiC landscapes and vigorous daily life.
288 pages. 9¥2 x ll:V... Pub. at $60.000nly $29.95.
328879. Norman Rockwell Illustrator. By Arthur L.
Guptill. ~reface by Dorothy Canfield Fisher. 437
Ill~s. 43 m full color. Beautiful, best-selling volume
wh1ch shows the works of America ·s most beloved
artist and offers a pictorial panorama of a growing and
changing America, Thirty years of Saturday Evening
Post covers, hundreds of anecdotes, all of Rockwell's
most famous works and special illustrations done just
for this book. 9 x 12. Pub. at $17.50 Only $7.98
344025. The History of the U.S. Air Force. By. D.
Anderton. Over 300 Photos and lllus., many in full
color. Factual, superbly illus. History of U.S. air
power from the first balloons, dirigibles and biplanes
through the fighters and bombers of the Vietnam era
and the Cruise missles of today, A detailed text covers
all the USAF aircraft that flew, with specifications and
combatrecords, plus profiles oflcading personalities
outlines of strategies, more. 9¥2 x 12. Pub. at $25.00
Only $15.95.
278898. The Complete Encyclopedia ofllluslrlllion.
By J.G. Heck. 11,725 detailed illus. Extraordinarily
comprehensive vol. packed with gorgeous steel en•
~ravings and explanatory captions will deiight artists,
Illustrators, researchers or anyone looking for copyright free, reproducible material, as well as those
interested in 19th century artwork and lovers of fine
books. Arranged by subject incl. astronomy
m~thematics, history, architecture, fine arts, militarY
sctcnces, mythology, etc. These breathtaking illus.
are exquisitely precise, scientifically.accurate and aesthetically beautiful. Exquisite reprint of classic 1851
edition. Over 500 pages. 12 x 9. $60.00
Extraordinary Value Only $15.95.
37:"ff89• The Human B~ Colorjng Book. By the
edJtors ofConsumerGui4e. Learmng about the inner
workings of the human body is easy with these 80
pages of plates for you to color. When completed,
plates can be assembled to make a complete male and
fetnale functional unit 81.4 x 10%. Spiralbound. Only
$3.98.
'
3628Sfi. Encyclopedia of The World's Commercial
and Private Aircraft. 178 Diagrams, 115 color Pro·
files, 200 Color Photos, 20 Cutaways. Most comprehensive book on civil aircraft ever produced in color.
Encompasses over 250 contemporary .non-military
aircraft: airliners, commuter craft,. freighters executive craft, helicopters and light planes. 256 p;ges. 9 x
12. Special only $15.95.
.

316803. Aircraf! of World War II. By]}. Gunslon.
600 full color Jllus. Superbly illus. book supplies
pro_liles and hi~tories of 40 different aircraft,
of
wh1ch pl~yed stgnificant roles in World War 11. Incl.
famous fighters such as Spitfire, Hurricane and Messe~chmitt Bf 109; classic bombers like Lancaster and
Flymg Fortress; huge transports such as the C-47,
more. Scale dra.wings sh.ow aircraft in typical camouflage and offic1al markmgs. Incl. concise technical
d?ta on number produced, dimensions, weights, engmcs, pcrfonnances, military load, more. 208 pages,
9Vz x II. Special Only $12.98.

all

378574. ~hilton's Auto RepairManua/1981. Over
2,900 Cnsp, Clear lllus. Huge, authoritative automotive repair and maintenance guide for the do-ityourselfer. Step-by-step, fully ilus. procedures and
s~cifications for tune-ups; parts replacement; on-car
adJustments; troubles~ootin~ and diagnosis; repair
and-overhaul of all maJorengme, chassis and electrical systems; more. Covers all American massproduced cars from 1974 through 1981. I ,200 pages.
8!/.o x II. Pub. at $16.95,
Only $9.98.
377926. Air Forces ofthe World. Ed. by A. Robinson, Over 570 Photos, lllus., Insignia and side-view
drawings, nearly ail in full color. Superbly illus.
a~countofthe :vorld's major air forces, covering their
mrcraft, orgamzation, tactics and deployment. 320
pages. 9 x II :V... Special Only $15.95
388987. Be~tstller: Belleneur. By Joyce Carol
Oates. Hauntmg, unusual novel of six generations of
an American family. Incl. such factual events as the
War of 1812, John Brown's abolitionist raids and the
building of the Erie Canal. Pub. at $13.950niy $3.98
391?59. Wood-!' Al~n: Side Effects•. Uproarious col·
lecuon of comtc pteces by one of those rare writers
who can actually make us laugh outloud. Ranges from
the UF? !Rcnaee to Allen's favorite topics, sex, death
and rehgton. Pub. at $8.95
Only $2,98
3917_40. E.L. Doctorow: Loon Lalre. The author of
Ragt1me tells a quintessentially American story set in
the Great Depression, about a young drifter's'social
education at the hidden wilderness estate of one of the
country's richest men. Pub. at $11.95 Only $3.98
392348. Well, There's Your Problem·: Cartoons by
Edward Koren. Those famous hairy troglodytes are
at it again, reflecting our foibles and frailties in a
collection of Koren's wittiest New Yorker cartoon.
9'!. X 8'12. Pub. at $8.95
Only $4.98.
348~95: Edward Shetiff Curtis: Visions of a

Vamshmg Race, Text by F.C. Graybill and v.
Boesen. 175 Photos. Rem<1tkable tribute to the America~ Indians .and to the photographer who captured
the1r way of life. Features Curtis' photos oflndiarts in
all parts of America, plus an engrossing account of his
travels throughout the land. 320pages. 9:V.. x 13. Pub.
at $35.00
oldy $17.95.

540355. The Cowboy Calalog. By S. Kauffman. 375
Photos, 125 in color. Complete compendium of cowboy_ cloth~s, equipm;nt and lore offers a guide to
buymg, usmg and carmg for all the various articles of
cowboy dress and tack. Incl. chapters on boots, hats
jeans, shirts, belts and buckles, saddles, accessories:
more, plus beautifully evocative photos of cowboys
and cowboy country. JO x 9. Hardbound ed. Pub. at
$22.50
This softbound ed. Only $3.98

3??457. Max Brands: 5 Complete Novels. Five excttmg novels of the old American West by one of the
most popularwritcrs in the genre: DestryRides Again,
Flammg Irons, The Man from Mustamg, Six-Gun
Coulllry, and Trouble Trail. 720 pages. Special Only
$6.98.
376776. Anything Book Unicorn: Black Suede Fab·
ric. Striking silver unicorn design on rich black suede
fabric. 160 blank pages. 3 V. x 8. Superb Value Only
$4.98.
'
288710. Grand Canyon, Arizona and New Mexico.
Over 100 full colorphotus. Unsurpassed color photo·
graphy captures the full wonder of America's most
awe inspiring natural formation, along with the arid
beauty of the southwestern state. 8¥2 x 11. Only
$3.98.
381~54. Calligraphy: A Practical Handbook for the
Begrnner. By. M.M. Parker. Complete instructions
and easy-to_-follow exercises for mastering the beautiful and anc1cnt art of calligraphy. Incl. italic pens and
nibs, formation of capitals, monograms and borders
m~Jk!ng calligraphic Christmas cards, lettering and
sewmg your own book, tnore. 10% x 8V.. Special
Only $5.98.

372304. Lifecloud: The Origin of Life in the Uni·
verse. by Fred Hoyle and N.C. Wickramasinghe. 8
pages of photos, 29 drawings. R-evolutionary new
theory of how life originated in other parts of the
galaxy before comets brought it to earth. Pub. at
$10.95
Only $3.98.
223651. Gray's Anatomy: The Classic Color Collector's Edition. 780 detailed illus. and diagrams, incl.
172 Color Plates. This landmark 1901 edition of one
of th~ ~reatest reference works ofall time is a mustfor
P.hys1cmns, students artists, and the medically cu·
!lous. T~e 1248 pa~e text is teeming with fascinating
J~foJ?Ballon. New mtro., qynli~ printing, handsome
bmdmg, and a fantastic low price. Only $8.98.

~83446• Wilderness Rivers ofAmerica. By M. Jenk·

mson. Over 200 full color photos and maps. Eleven
sumptuous photo-essays evoke the natural drama of
North America's wild, unspoiled, free-flowing rivers
the primeval sple.ndor of Alaska's Noatak to
dxotl~ ~auty of Flo~1da's Suwa~ne~. A vivid text
escnbes the natural history and W1ldhfe of each river.

fro~

Many Other Titles A vailabl,;i pa~es.

th~

9 X 12. Pub. at $40.00

Only $19.95 •
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Editorial
Life
and

by Garry Trudeau

Congress making big mistake

authorities claim these stghtings brain surgeons and certified
are actually caused by "weather public accountants, was simply
balloons," but that is a buck!'lt of an unusual airmass inversion.
manure if I ev!'lr heard one. "That's all it was, an airmass in(That's just a figure of speech, of version," said the authorities, in
course. I realize that manure is unison. Asked why the people
also reported seeing the words
silent.)
Barry
Answer this question honest· "WE ARE ALIEN BEINGS WHO
ly: have you, or has any member COME IN PEACE WITH CURES
of your immediate family, ever FOR ALL YOUR MAJOR DISI don't want to alarm anybody, seen a weather balloon? Of EASES AND A CARBURETOR
but there is an excellent chance course not. Nobody has. Yet if THATGETS450 MILES PER GALthot the Earth will be destroyed these so-called "authorities" LON HIGHWAY ESTIMATE"
in the next several days. Con- were telling the truth, the skies written on the side of the object
gress is thinking about eliminat· over America would be dark with in letters over 300 feet tall, the
ing a federal program under weather balloons. Commercial authorities replied, "Well, it
which scientists broadcast sig· aviation would be impossible. could also have been a weather
nals to alien beings. This would Nevertheless, the authorities trot b.alloon."
Wake up America! There are
be a large mistake. Alien beings out this tired old explanation, or
have atomic blaster death can- an even stupider one, every time no weather balloons I Those are
alien beings! They are all around
nons. You cannot cut off their a flying saucer is sighted:
NEW YORK- Authorities say usl I'm sure most of you have
federal programs as if they were
that the gigantic luminous object seen the movie ''E.T.," which is
merely poor people.
I realize that some of you may flying at tremendous speeds in the story of an alien being who
not believe that alien beings ex- the skies of Manhattan last night, almost dies when he falls into the
ist. But how else can you explain which was reported by more clutches of the American medicthe many unexplained phe· than seven million people, in· al-care establishment, but is
nomena that people are always eluding the mayor, a Supreme saved by pre-adolescent boys.
sighting, such as lightning and Court justice, several bishops, Everybody believes that the alien
flying saucers? Oh, I know the and thousands of airplane pilots, is a fake, a triumph of special

Related

Subjects
By Dave

Letters
Workshop organizer responds
Ecittnr:
As the organizer of the "Rape
is a Mens's Issue" workshop, reported on In the Sept. 17 Daily
Lobo, I would like to point out a
few major inaccuracies. One of
the main points of the workshop
was that there is a growing
men's movement in this country,
parallel to the women's liberation movement. As men, we can
support each other in changing
from the conditioned male sex
role of being competitive, violent, "emotionally constipated,"
tough, "workaholic" and closeminded. In truth, men ate all individual human beings, capable of
being sensitive, loving, openminded and cooperative people.
Men are also awakening to the
fact that great harm is being
done to women and to our planet
in the name of the old "mascu·
line" values, i.e. rape, oppression, exploitation, war and the
pollution of the earth. As men,
we do ourselves and everybody
a great service by becoming
aware and by adopting more
flexible attitudes and lifestyles.

Higher educatiorfaces challenges

DOONESBURY

Albuqueque Men Against
Rape and Sexism is a group of
men that is being organized from
the interest shown in last week's
"Rape is a Men's Issue" workshop. This is an independent
group of men that will bring the
values of the men's movement
into our lives-through conciousness-raising, study of
feminist issues and social action
in the Albuquerque community.
The Alternative Community Cen-

ter, Freedom University and the
Rape Crisis Center were sponsors of last week's workshop but
are not organizers of the group.
People interested in joining or
finding out more information ab·
out Albuquerque Men Against
Rape and Sexism can call Doug
Frieden at 877-5423.
Signed,
Doug Frieden

Unemployed reader bitter
Editor:
Despite my utter abhorance of
the current presidential administration~ especially with regards
to social and foreign policy, I be·
lieve we can still do our part to
help with this nation's economy.
After all, why should we help
Mr. Reagan look bad when he's
doing such a good job of it himself?
Like many Americans, I am unemployed. The recession is the
reason. So, instead of aiding in
the sinking of our economy, I am
helping to boost the economy by

spending every last cent I have.
Did I change my lifestyle just
because I lost myjob? No. Why
not? Because We're in a recession and the only way out of it is
an increase in consumer
spending.
So, to all of those who are unemployed, run out and spend
your money. Have a good time.
Pretend you're rich. It will help
this great country out of its recession, and you'll enjoy starving to
death much more.
Rudy Lefkowicz

Dennis Pohlman

effects. But watch the movie
closely next time. The alien is
real! The boys are fakes! Real
pre-adolescent boys would have
beaten the aUen to death with
rocks.
Yes, aliens do exist. And high
government officials know they
exist, but have been keeping this
knowledge top secret. Here is the
Untold Story:
Years ago, when the a.lien·
broadcast program began, gov·
ernment scientists decided to
broadcast a message that would
be simple, yet would convey a
sense of love, universal peace
and brotherhood: "Have a Nice
Day," They broadcast this mes·
sage over and over, day after
day, year after year, until one day
they got an answer:
DEAR EARTH PERSONS:
OKAY. WE ARE HAVING A
NICE DAY. WE ALSO HAVE A
NUMBER OF EXTREMELY
SOPHISTICATED WEAPONS,
AND UNLESS YOU START
BROADCASTING SOMETHING
MORE INTERESTING, WE WILL
REDUCE YOUR PLANET TO A
VERY WARM OBJECT THE SIZE
OF A CHILD'S BOWLING BALL.
REGARDS,
THE ALIENS
So the scientists, desperate for
something that would interest
the aliens, broadcast an episode
of "I Love Lucy," and the aliens
loved it. They demanded more,
and soon they were getting all
three major networks, and the
Earth was saved. There is only
one problem: the aliens have
terrible taste. They love game
shows, soap operas, Howard
Cossell and "Dallas." Whenever
a network tries to take one of
these shows off the air, the aliens
threaten to vaporize the planet.
This is why all your friends
think television is so awful. It
isn't designed to please you: it's
designed to please creatures
from another galaxy.
Very few people know any of
this. Needless to say, the Con·
gress has no idea what is going
on. Most congressmen are in·
capable of eating breakfast with·
out the help of several aides, so
we can hardly expect them to
understand a serious threat from
outer space. But if they go ahead
with their. plans to cancel the
alien-broadcast program, and
the aliens miss the next episode
of "General Hospital," what do
you think will happen? Think ab·
out it. And have a nice day.

Editor's note: This is the first ofa
three part series outlining aplanfor
higher edur::ation in the 1980s.
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The 1980s are a decade marked by
declining enrollments and tighter
funding for education, according to
a recently released report from the
New Mexico Commission on Postsecondary Education.
The 77-page report, prepared by
the commission's Planning Committee over the past eight months,
describes in detail the education process in New Mexico and makes recommendations for the future of the
state's postsecondary schools.
In comparison with other states,
New Mexico has a relatively large
number of state-supported postsecondary institutions. The state
boasts six four-year !!Diversities
with nine two-year branch campuses, two junior colleges, a technical-vocational institute, two area
vocational schools, a military institute and UNM's own community
college,
The problem for the future is not a
lack of facilities, the report said, bul
rather certain deficiencies in specific
training programs. With continuing
shifts in enrollment patterns toward
professional and technical fields,
and the greater participation of
women, minorities, older and parttime students, the state supported
schools have an obligation to change
the emphasis of educational preparation away from traditional basics to-

ward these specialized areas, the
committee said.
New Mexico ranks eighth among
the states in percentage increases for
higher education, and places even
higher if per capita income and
population size are taken into
account. Funding has kept pace with
inflation, and special funding provisions are in place to insure this continues. New Mexico appropriates a
higher than average amount per student, but a slightly lower amount per
instructor than do most states, the
committee said.
The committee assumed that the
state's population would continue to
grow at a rapid pace, although slower than that of the past decade, An 18
percent drop in the 15-19 age group,
the traditional pool of most college
enrollments, is expected as .family
sizes drop and competition increases
for young people in the labor market
and the military, the committee said.
To handle the in.:rease in older
students interested in retraining
themselves or bettering their education in their chosen fields, the state's
educational institutions will have to
redirect programs, said the committee.
The committee concluded that the
present-day state of education in the
state was generally good, and so
long as a commitment is made to
keep funding levels up and barriers
to the less-priveledged down, this
was likely to continue to be a good
place to seck an education.

Career workshops planned
Workshops to help students plan
prospective careers and land the job
they want will be offered all semester by UNM Career Services.
All the workshops will be held in
room 2131 of Mesa Vista Hall.
"Orientation to Career Planni11g
and Placement'' is held every Friday
through Dec. 17 at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.
Other workshops, each held for
one hour, include:

DR. G.E. WESTBERG

Westberg to speak
A pioneer in the field of holistic
health care will be the featured
speaker for UNM's Religious
Awareness Day on Wednesday.
Dr, Granger E. Westberg is the
founder of Wholistic Health Centers, Inc., a national series of medical clinics where doctors and nurses
are assisted by clergymen in treating
the spiritual dimensions of illness.
Westberg will speak on "Surviving the Loss of a Love" at noon
Wednesday in the SUB Ballroom.
At 7:30 that evening in the ballroom, he will be joined oy Dr. Sterling Edward, UNM Hospital Chairman of Surgery, and by Nicki Potts,
UNM College of Nursing Instructor,
in a panel presentation on holistic
health care.
Westberg is a Lutheran clergyman, a University of Illinois Medical School faculty member and the
author of five books.
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Announcements in .Lfp Servic-e will be run the day
be/ore/he t\·ent and the day of the e'o"tnt on a space
al'ailab/e basis, lip Ser11ir:e Is a~·ailiible to all UNM
non·proflt organitations. Forms for L(p Strvlce can
be picked 11p In Ma"on Jloll~ room Jj8 and m/Jst be
turned In by 2 p.m. the day prior to pubilcalion.

Today's Events

Alpha Phi Omega, UNM's Coed Service Frater.
nity, will have a open meeting at 15:~0 p.m. today in
t!,e SUB, room '23JA. All Interested -people are
welcome.
~ tJNM Chen Club will nicct today and every
Monday at .3 p.m. in the SUB, room 2$3, All in·
tere.sted people are: welcome.

Appllcallons for .HomK"omln& Kina and Queen will

be available this Week in the Alumni OfCice, second
noor of lhe SUB. Thb year's Homecoming theme: i5
11 Pride Fest" More Information will be available
later.
The. Voter R~lillstnllon Commlllee is now takins

applica1ions for Committee positions. Applicntlons
may be picked Up at the ASUNM office. Excellent
rringe benefits are nvallable, More. lnrormatlon is
available from Joe t_auerat 211·SS28.
SUB Recre1tlon will feature classical Guitarist
Anthony Herrera for the SUB Noontime Comer Act
from Jl noon to l p.m. the wet Is outside of the New
Mexico Union, southside by tlle fountain. Admission
is free.. More information is available at 277·6492 or

NE.W MEXICO

277.-15(16.

The UNM Support Senlc:eS will sponsor a variety
of events today. ,.Basic AsSertiveness Techniques,"
only tor UNM faculty, students and staff, Will be
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. in the Women's Center.
••How to Suceed Socially as a Single at Any Age•• will
be from 7 p.m. to 8:30 _p.m. tn the Women's Center.
,;Time Management'' will be fr<lm6p.m. to7 p.m. in
the University Skills Center, nwomcn and Chanseh
will be from 8:~0 a,m, to 10:15 a.m. every Monday
through Oct. 25 in the Student Health Center.

Tomorrow's Events
Tile VNM TndiUon•l Mask. Atsocl1tlon will meet
at 8 tonight in the SOB, room 250-:B.

All Bingaman for U.S. Senate Campaign
VoluntHts arc inviied io a pizza pariy and
organir..adtmal meeting at 7:30 lorriorrow night in the
SUB, room 231A·B. Newr;omers arc weh:ome, More
information is available from Mitch at243·6332.
The UNM Student Support Se"ka are offering a
variety of events tomorrow. "Career Exploration"
wlll be from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Women's Center.
''Everywoman's Series-Sexual Harassment., wm be
from 12 noon to J p.m. in the Women's Center~
''Blick Exercise Class'' will be from 12 noon to 1 p.m.
iri the Student Health Center. ••Note--TaklnS" will be
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. fn the UnlvcrsltySkillsCcnlcr.
••Test·Taking"will be from 3 p.m. to3:50 p.m.·Jnthe
University Skills Center.

The Lltln Amerlcan Sh.idles, Andenon School (If
M1nagemen1 will have a meeting atl p.m. tomorrow
at the Latin Ameriean Institute. The meeting Is for all
gradUate studenls who ai'e now enrolted ot who are
interested in enroliing in the Master's of Business
Administration! International Management concenlrallon emphasizing Latin America plus the M.A.
in Latin A.merican Studies degree program,
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Erev Rosh Hashanah, Friday, Sept. 17, 1982
First Day, R.H., Sat Sept. 18, 1982
2nd Day R.H. (shofar blowing), Sun., Sept. 19
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9:30am
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11:30 am
6:30pm
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thor and Include addreu lind telephone

number. No names will be withheld, Tho
Dlir/y Lobo does not guarantee publlcotlon
ond will edit letters for length and libelouo

content,

*** At UNM Alumni Memorial Chapel ***
(near Scholes Hall)

Students, Faculty, and staff are welcome
For More Information
Shlomo Karni 277-2600
Noel Pugach 277-2701
Cliff Nomherg 877-9496

Serving the UNM Jewish community since 1972

- "Career Planning: The Whys
and Hows," Thursday, Sept. 30, at
3 p.m.; Wednesday, Oct. 27, at 2
p.m.; and Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 10
a.m.
- "The Job Search: Selling the
Product- You!," at 10 a.m.;
Monday, Sept. 27, at 9 a.m.; Thursday, Oct. 28, at 3 p.m.; and
Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 2 p.m.
- "The Resume: Your Life
History on Two Pages!,'' Tuesday,

/

$5 REWARDI
For the best news tip qf
the week. Sources willbs
held *H:tly confidential.
Contact Eve Cress, News

'-

Editor, at 2Tl·5656.

~

Sept. 28, at 10 a.m.; Mondny, Oct.
25, at 9 a.m.; and Thursday, Nov.
18, at 3 p.m.
- "The Interview: 1'\lttmg It
All Together!," Wcdnesduy, Sept.
29, :lt 2 p.m.; Tuesday, Oct, 26, at
10 a.m.; and Monduy, Nov. 15, at 9
a.m. Each session of this seminar
will last att hour-and-a-half.
All workshops are free and open
to UNM students.

Money available
for workshop
Scholarships are available for a
five-day marketing workshop in
Danbury, Connecticut, The awards
will provide tuition, room, meals
and the additional transportation
costs above $100.
The workshop will coverpractica1
applications of direct mail marketing and will include such varied
topics as telephone marketing, cable
television and testing techniques for
market research. Direct marketing is
a $120 blllion dollar industry.
The scholarships arc offered by
the Direct Mail Marketing Foundation, 6 East 43rd Street, New York,
N.Y., 10017. The phone number is
(212) 689-4977. Students can send
for an application and return it to
DMMF no later than October 29.
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Anaya will crack down on
drunk driving penalties
c ndl!•tuahlfl·"-' LaUdH_iak 'lotlt')
·"" ,.. a ·
ltc 1•.11! • all Jm IIIOI<' ,,.

,,,,J

· · ,, l"'"altn:. In: drw.f. dnwr·, ;,nd
•• ,,_ ,t[;)/1' ·,t;~lt· n···"'lll't"i lot:xpaud
d· lllrtlil' ·Ill Jlflll'f<lllh
'}.,~· Jru~->t IIJlfllo\.t: aJHJ m~·n•a,t·
, '''"I' ,·rm·utl'ilmt .• md impo•,,· ,(ltl

J.l•·notilfl"·• ou tho"' whu dnnk mt<l
;lfl\d" · · Anava ,;wl
I u•.t lllll<,'olll'ltd<·rs

would Jure a
ptMiluhly nl )!oin)! tn jar! as well a~
havut}' a hl·avy fin~ leveled against
th<'lll. Anaya '>aiu. He ~aiu he supports mamlutury jail sentences for
tho'>c wtth lung records of drinking
while under the influence of alcohol.
"Hy domg so, more offenders will
be npprehcndcd befnre they do
harm," Mid Anaya.
For treating alcohol\sm, Anaya
said he would elevate the Alcohol-

tsm Brant:h witlun tlw Suhstancl'
Ailll'•<' Hun·au tn an o!Ttn• '>tatw.
l'l[tnl to that ol rm:ntal health, dru!!
aiHt'•<' and d(·Vdlljllli<'Jilal di,ahliltw•. Ht· a\·." .,,mJ h·· wwrld charwc
IlK• <iovt•rnur'•, l:l'k l·orlc on DW!
and Ail ohnl Abu ;c to hcmnunp a
Oll'Yt'lltor'•, ( 'nundl on All·oholio,m
aml to impkllll'nt tr,·atllll'lll prngn:uno,,
Anuya pn,sented a nurnbcr of
fat:h ab,ut till' problem of alcohol·
ism. He said alcoholism j; the sixth
leading cause of deaths in New Mexico and that the stutc h<t~ the highest
rutc of alcohol-related motor vehicle
deaths per 100,000 miles driven.
Anaya said he is suspicious that
not all !lf the $6,5 million coiiected
on liquor excise tax is being used for
alcohol related problems as it should
be. However, he would not elaborate on his suspicions.

Sexual harassment
problem with grads

MISMANAGEMENT CHARGES filed against the Daily Lobo editor are heard by the UNM
Student Publications Board Friday.

Ex-Lobo employee charges
editor with mismanagement
Stephanie Dominguez

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

20°/o
Off

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE

The New Mexico Daily Lobo editor was charged with mismanagement of the newspaper by a UNM
student and fanner night editor, Phil
Hernandez, at the ASUNM Publications Board meeting Friday.
In documents given to the board,
Hernandez charged Editor Marcy
McKinley has I )"created an atmosphere in the newsroom intolerable to
most employees, as evidenced in
high turnover in personnel since the
beginning of the 1982 Summer session." 2) not instituted "any program for training the newcomers" 3)
abolished "the position of copy editor, a position neccessary to all
newspapers." 4) taken "upon herself to detenninc who shall not be
allowed to write for the Lobo." and
5) proven "singularly unwilling to
hear complaints and grievances
from the staff. "
Along with his request to remove
McKinley as editor, Hernandez
asked that his firing from the position as night and wire editor "be
ruled improper and invalid,

although he will not seek reemployment by the Lobo under the
current editor."
After the board was presented
with the charges, Robert Lawrence,
Publications Board chainnan, cited
Article Ill B of the board's Statement of Policy, which reads, "the
power to appoint and remove subordinate staff members rests with the
editors."
"The board is not set-up to sit in
judgement over the editor of the
Lobo," Lawrence said. "If people
dislike the editor, they will bail
out.,'
Faculty member, Roger Anderson, said, "It is not enough to say
the editor is in charge. Employees
have rights."
Anderson said he felt the board
should think about changing the
policy to clearly state that employee
grievances can be handled by the
board.
"Employees of the Lobo have no
one to protect them, and that is unconstitutional," Hernandez said.
Lawrence said he was worried
that if the board became a grievance

committee for employees of the
Lobo, it would spend too much time
hearing complaints and not enough
time attending to business.
Although Hernandez did not want
to be re-hired, he demanded an explanation for his tennination.
"I was notinfonned of the reason
for my firing," he said. "I would
like her to give those reasons right
now.''
Before a response could be given,
Lawrence asked McKinly if she
wished to file a written response to
the charges pressed against her, as
allowed in the board's code governing fonnal proceedings.
McKinley said she would file her
response within the five days
allowed to do so.
A meeting to detenninc if the
charges warrent formal proceedings, was set for for 2 p.m. Oct. 1.
After the meeting, McKinley
said, "The charges are completely
groundless, and according to the
bylaws, the board is responsible
only for hiring and firing the
editor."

Speakers Bureau provides
wide variety of lectures
Taina Kuusisto
Do you know what korf-ball is?
How does a lecture on gambling
strategies or sleeping disorders
sound? These are some of about
I ,000 lectures that more than 300
UNM professors offer at no cost
through the Speakers Bureau.

Hational Radio Tholtre
on KliHH 90.1fm

Monday, September 20th, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents
"THE SEAWOLF"
Agenteel man ofletters.lost at sea, is "rescued" by
a seal-hunting vessel commanded by the dread of
Wolftarsert, superman of the sea. Membership
on the crew and confrontations with Larsen's
cruel influences gives new strength to the
young md.Il's Christid.Il humanity.
Brought to you by

~

PublicSemce CmDpa:af of New'llaldco

l'rlncipal series funding provided by A COIII'AIIY CAUED JRW

The purpose of the Speakers
Bureau is to let civic, service or educational clubs and other organizations throughout New Mexico utilize the University's resources of talent and experience.
'• A brochure has been sent to
several clubs," said Madeline Hollstein, the coordinator between the
clubs and the professors.
The professors have volunteered
to speak on topics oftheir choice. "I
guess the reason why they volunteer
is the opportunity to talk to a different audience," Hollstein said.
''The professors have been very

Disabled

cooperative. Some of the clubs meet
for breakfast at 6:30 a.m., and even
they have gotten professors to speak
to them."
The only complaint professors
make is the shortness of time. "How
do you cover Greek, Roman or preClassical civilizations in 20 minutes?" she asked, explaining that
each of those must be a different
topic.
''The most requested topics are of
New Mexico - its history, its
paintings and its Indians. Anything
on Indians seems to be very, very
interesting," she said.
Her ''customers" vary from 4-H
to retirement clubs, and from business clubs to the Lions Club.
Many senior citizens groups want
to hear about aging, sleeping dis"
orders and other medical topics even death and dying. Some clubs
request many speakers a week,
others contact Hollstein only a couple times a year, she said.

The brochure asks the clubs,
which ordinarily give honoraria to
their speakers, to follow their usual
policy with UNM speakers too.
Otherwise they don't get paid.
For the out-of-town trips, UNM's
Public Infonnation Office pays for
the mileage, she said.
"This is vety good publicity.
They make UNM known.'' Most
universities around the country have
similar types of service, she added.
Trying to get "new blood'' to the
bureau, Hollstein sends registration
fonns to new professors at the beginning of each semester,
People interested in speaking or
listening to lectures may find the
brochure with a complete listing of
topics in the Public Information
Office, 1804 Las Lomas. Hollstein
is available from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
andmaybereachcdat277-58l3. By
the way, korf-ball is a popular game
in Holland.

continued from page 1

(HEW) implemented Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
which states, "No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the
United States . , • shall, solely by
reason of handicap, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial
assistance."
"We look at all the regulations

which apply, and then we use common sense. If a building is not federally funded, yet the federal code
says elevator controls should be at
30", and the codes we must follow
say 36", is makes more sense to Use
the 30" standard," said McKinney.
Some accomodations which are
made especially for the handicapped
are not necessary, said McKinney.
"I'm just about six feet tall, and it
po~es no great difficulty for me to

bend down and usc the fountains
which are at the height required for
the handicapped. Maybe we don't
need the Mutt and Jeff style fountains."
"We are faced with making the
programs accessible to the students.
And we are working for handicap·
ped people who have .learned to
adapt themselves to different situations. I would say that less than 2
percent of the total programs on
campus are inaccessible," he said.

Joe Cavaretta

HOME to some, a meeting place to others, Yale Park is usually crowded in the afternoon.

Vale Park is common refuge
for abused, lonely runaways
Ramona Nye

"I've just done four days without
food and I wo.uld rather starve then
go to jail. The food in jail isn't that
great and neither is being in jail,'' he
said, as the group passed around a
large bag ofpotato chips, a girl had
extracted from her purse.

What do three Yale Park street
people, the Colorado Kid, Grandpa,
and the Kid have in common?
All three, whose nicknames are
used in this article, were kicked out
of their homes and became •'runWhile the Colorado Kid. is techaways" living off the streets.
nically
too old to be housed in one of
Twenty-nine-year-old Grandpa,
Albuquerque's
runaway homes, he
originally from Califoma, was the
in
the shelters because
doesn't
stay
oldest "street person'' interviewed.
he
said
he
knows
what goes on in
A victim of child abuse since age
three, Grandpa said his mother kick- those places.
ed him out of their house when he
''You are not supposed to drink or
was 16-years-old. Since then he has do drugs in those places but everyone does," he said.
lived on the streets.
Because he can 't"makea living"
"I do my .best to survive," he
said. Survival includes selling his in Albuquerque, the Colorado Kid is
blood to a focal plasma center or joining the Navy with the philosoworking as a "carnic" at carnivals. phy that everyone should get stoned
With the opening of the State Fair and be mellow. He said he is going
Sept. 14, more "street people" have to change the Navy around.
. traveled to Albuquerque in hopes of
The Kid, 17, was banished by
getting jobs.
court order from his homcstate of
A teepee near the banks ofthe Rio Ohio for commiting assorted feloGrande is home for Grandpa and nies. He recently lost his job repairnumerous other persons, who call ing refrigerators and appliances at a
themselves "River Rats." Grandpa local store because he said his emsaid he built the teepee and is living ployer was pressuring him for sexual
out in the open as did people in the favors.
"olden days."
Since he left home, The Kid has
The Colorado Kid, 18, was kick- always had problems with males
ed out of his home in Almago~do two propositioning him and said, ''Any-years ago.
one that has been on tlie streets has
been propositioned.''
"Every kid runs away for a
Hitchiking also involves numerreason. Most are abused," he said.
The Colorado Kid makes money by ous sexual propositions. All persons
working odd jobs and said he would interviewed said people •'try things
about every two rides".
never steal from anyone.

Men should become
•
aware of cancer s1gns
Cancer is certainly an equal
opportunity disease, but it varies between the sexes because of physical
differences.
The biggest cancer killer of men is
lung cancer, and in the 15 to 35 age
group, cancer of the testicles is the
number one killer, said American
Cancer Society Field Representative
Sharon Voelkle.
This cancer call afflict any male,
but usually occurs. among men
whose testicle(s) did not descend
from the body until sometime after
infancy, she said.
As with breasts, the testicles can
be self-examined, but it's a little harder, Voelkle said.
She advises men to have doctors
teach them to be aware of the normal
a11d abnorm&l formation of the
testicle.
As men age, other cancers become more prominent.
Cancer of the prostrate, which

provides the fluid in semen, increases.
The early detection signs of prostrate cancer are irregular urination,
discolored urination or infrequent
discharges. Prostrate cancer is hard
to detect because these symptoms
are the same for common kidney infections, Voelkle said.
One cancer that affects both sexes
at about the same rate, is colonrectum cancer.
Like breast, uterine and· testicle
cancers, colon-rectum cancer is
more easily discovered in the early
stages than lung, prostrate, or other
cancers of the internal organs.
As with the PAP test, cells are
taken from the walls of the rectum
and coloi\ and then tested.
Voelkle observes that many men
are more reluctant than women to
get a colon-rectum examination, but
it is equally important to detect the
cancer early enough to save one's
life.

"A lot of people think it d<K'sn't
exist, but it', a partkular pmhkm
with g:raduat<.' studt•nts, · · said
KathrYn Brooks ;liHlUt 'cxual
harassJlll'llt pwhkms on <:;unpus.
Brooks. dirc.;tor nt th~ \Vomc.n',
Center will he prcM:nting a scmhHir
on sexual harassment a~ part ol th.:
center's brown bug luncheon series
Monday from noon to I p.m .. und
again Sept. 22 from 7 p.m. to9 p. n1.
as part of the Every woman series.
The seminar, sponsored by the
Graduate Students Association, will
focus on problems particular to
graduate students. The students will
then be able to apply the talks for
their own usc and to share with their
students.
Brooks said graduate students arc
especially vulnerable to sexual
harassment because they have to
work closely with faculty who handle their dessertations and recommendations for a job.
''They think part of the requirements for a good grade is not to
speak up for themselves," Brooks
said. "And this is often true, after

tlw JWrson has he<'Il hara~sin)!
tlwm.··
The '''mmar·, t!<lal u; l<> nml.,· stu
<knt~ and lan1lt) av.aw ol till' np·
tiom. :n ailahk to tlwm m handhnr
~ex11al hamssrnL'nt, and tu t•dul.'atl'
them on the varitlU'> rules and lav..,
passed whkh make it illc)!ul.
She said shl' has lounu mat the
problems llll UNM's cum pus are no
different than those on other t'mnpuscs thmughout the nation.
"I'm appalled when I realize how
many women are affected, Very few
women go through school or work
without encountering some form of
sexual harassment," she said.
''Their school and work lives can go
smoother if they know how to handle it."
Brooks urged students who feel
they arc being sexually harassed to
contact the Dean of Students Office,
the Women's Center, or the
Affinnative Action Office.
Both seminar classes will be held
at the Womens Center at 1824 Las
Lomas N.E., or call 277-3716 for
further infonnation.

A Dobennan Fincher, has been
the Kid's companion and protector
since he left Ohio. The Kid hasn't
stayed in any of Albuquerque's runaway shelters because he said he felt
he would be imposing. "It's my
problem and I don't like to impose
on other people."
Grandpa and the Colorado Kid
said they would still be living on the
streets even if their parents hadn't
kicked them out, but the Kid said he
plans to go back home and live with
his mother.
Commenting on street life, the
Kid said, ''A lot of people arc made
for out here. I don't think I am."

Student Bookstore
opposite UNM

2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777
Serving the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

Official
End-of-Summer Sale!

10% OFF
all Sweatshirts,
All Sweatpants,
all Jackets.

15% OFF
all T-Shirts/Jerseys

20% OFF
all Shorts
Sale runs Mon-Wed, Sept. 20-22, 1982
(Sorry, no rainchecks)
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Arts

Arts
Vortex Theatre offers

II

Medea''

Ole Scratch still awaiting fame, fortune

Vortex production much as Jeffer~'
an impressive achievement.
cadences
and poetry carry the EunThe choice of Jeffers' "Medea"
pides
play
which he freely adapted.
The Vortex Theatre production of is impressive, too. Jeffers has gone Hebert raises the Vortex drama to
of
fashion
now
he
belonged
out
Robinson Jeffers' "Medea" combines the best ;llld worst features of to a time when it was still possible to the heroic level where Jeffers, and
amateur thcall.lr. Best is simply that sec in the Big Sur landscape where the Greeks, thought it belonged.
There are other versions that
amateur theater exists where profes- he 'lived and drew inspiration, the
might
have suited the Vortex eomoutlines
of
the
heroic
and
th~
etersional tl1catcr doesn't. The Vortex,
one of the numerous Albuquerque nal. Contemporary Cali forum h~s pnay better, notably Maxwell
theater groups, is dedicated to offer- reduced such a possiblity to pathetic Anderson's "Wingless Victory."
Anderson's Medea is a dark-skinned
ing a different play every month. It absurdity.
Anna Hebert as Medea carries the .Malay princess broug.ht by h~r shiphas d•~nc so for nearly six years -captain husband to hve am1dst the
bigotry of early 19th century Salem.
Here the myth is translated into human circumstances, into the particularities of geography and history.
Particularilics .kept intruding in
the Vortex production. Hebert is
magnificent, but the rest of the c.ast
is just not up to her. The sta?esett!ng
is admirable too - the 1mposmg
'
double doors of Medea's palace and
the olive tree in the center of the
geometrically paved courtyard supplement the action of the play. In one
....................................
of the play's best scene~, chil~le~s
Aegeus twists a green ohve spng m
his hands as he offers Medea refuge
for her impending exile, hoping that
We lwve several studies starling soon. thnl may be of benefit to you.
her famous powers as a sorceress
!';! You will be reimb.ursed fm· your lime. Please call Marlene at UNMH, ,;: will make him father of a son.
But the costumes fat! short of the
~11):..............................
84:J-2lll, extensmn 2613.
-_-_-_
-_
-_
·-.l:i
jjl
" ................, ........,
___
stage settings. Although the cast is
clothed in historically plausible
white robes, only Hebert's drapery
manages to transcend considerations
FOR VOLKSWAGONS
of how or of what it was made. Why
MAJOR
aren't the bunchy seams of Aegeus'
and
cloak pressed? Did the shiny syntheMINOR REPAIR
SPECIALIZING IN AIR
tic of Creon's robe come from the
and
sale table at Cloth World?
WATER COOLED VW's
Last Friday night Glenn Dobbs
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
played the role of Jason creditably
8lo 5
enough. But his performance was
2405 LEAD AVE. SE
OWNERS: JOSEPH ZAMORA spoiled by small details. For some
(LEAD and CORNELL)
reason he was costumed in the same
JAMES RAEL
255-2210
\f.•, "..................... '·1 ~· •., •.••.••.••.• ··~ ··: t·' :-::-::-: :.,:.::-: :-::.,:.::-: :-::-:;.:~;;:;::;-::.-::-:;:: .:s: •.••;;..:. ;:: kind of short revealing tunic worn by
:·:~·················""······
:-:
his two young sons, in contrast with
•
u
•~
•~ the more modest robes of Creon and
But Jason is a man, the
~;
An Explanation
~i Aegeus.
of
half-grown sons, husband
father
..
f
..~
3
1 of a woman ofcharacter and power.
He tells Medea he has not left her for
Joe Cavaretta
thercasonsofyouth -lustforpretty
Crcusa,
s~y
but
for
th~
more
ANNA L. HERBERT
•
• considered, 1f not more admirable,
~i
(its use with face lifts and pain control)
~i
The Vortex handled these ser:·:
by
;.: reasons of power and position.
One of Jeffers' improvements
Dobbs has a youthful appearance, over Euripides is his handling of pents eleverly enough - they puff
3
but Marian Bock, as the nurse and Medea's escape in the last scene of smoke at interVals. Shortly afterRaper as Aegeus arc both the play. Instead of defying Jason
wards the scent of... which is it,
& Justin
•
h . •
by make-up and cos- from an extra-terrestrial chariot atop
transformed
Cashmere Bouquet or Jo nson s
~
Albuquerque National Bank
~ tuming into persons
of apporpriatc
Powder? ... drifts through the
i:l
Washington and Central
~ age. Why not Jason? At the Vortex, the Jllllace, Medea stand in her dou- Baby
theater and reduces the serpents,
ble doorway before the bodies of her
Medea's terrible revenge, her unho- children. Two fire-breathing ser~i
Monday, Sept. 20, 1982 7:30pm
and wilh them Medea's passion and
~:
FREE TO THE PUBLIC
?. ly murder of her children seem quite pents guard the threshold, where Jason's anguish, to an all too human
r.i
Sponsored by the National Health Federation
!": implausibly motivated by a pretty Jason falls finally, in utter despair. level.
boy.

Karen l'eterson

'

......., ....,........."

""'''',
Do You Have Asthma? I

I
!

~

As befits the stereotypical rock
band, Ole Scratch is a group of
dreamers, who are awaiting Fortune's proverbial knock at the door.
This may be an itch that will never be
scratched.
Ole Scratch is lead vocalist Marshall Nelson, drummer Peter Harrison, guitarist Blake Harper, bass
player BiffThompson, and keyboardists Robert Henley and David
Bradford.
Some may remember the night in
'81 when a silver Rolls pulled up to
The Distillery, a local rock 'n roll
bar. What you may not have known
is inside that limo were would-be
fairy godmothers, disguised as RCA
representatives, ready to put the final gilding touches to a fairy tale about to go up in smoke.
Last year
the band had a couple independent
agents that used their own funds to
get the band a three-day recording
stint in Los Angeles. They had a plan
to get the band a contract with RCA,
but it never made it to wax.

Giving partial blame for the failure of the plan to poor management,
Marshall said, "I really don't know
what happened. It just never came
about. The people that were dealing
with the people from RCA just never
got it together. They (RCA) liked it,
but it just never came about.

•'It was just basically political between the people that got them there
and the RCA people, and we really
didn't have too much say in it at
all.''
Harper attributed the let-down to
being a good band at a bad time in
the industry, ''At that time we were
being to.ld that out of some 100
bands that were signed that previous
year at RCA, maybe one album
might make it. So they signed a lot of
bands that really didn't fork out at
that particular time of year."
That was at the crest of the New
Wave, and Ole Scratch is certainly
not a part of that.
Contrary to their name. they are
not a country bad either. Neither do

..
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"LASER THERAPY"
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Dr. Robert Whited
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Education building renamed
to honor faculty veteran
Ann Ryan

Fine Apparel For The
Career Woman · 5' 7" Or
Taller · Sites 5 · 17 & 6 · 20

• o,.....

Marshall said the problem in
avoiding top 40 is that "When you
play in a bar, people aren't there to
really listen. They're there to meet
people and to dance, and they're
very reluctant to dance to things
they're not familiar with." He
added that there are people who have
followed the band around and know
the original songs well enough to
dance to them.

Sweaters
Slack•
Robea
PaJamas
Sllpa
Negligee Set•

L
95 Winrock Ctr. • Albq.,NM • 883-6656

The newly renovated art educa•
tion building was named Masley
Hall in honor of Dr. Alexander Masley at a dedication ceremony held
Sunday afternoon in the Kiva.
Masley, 78, the first cqairman of
the Art Education Department and a
faculty member for 22 years until
1969, is also a "productive and
prominent artist," said James
Srubek, current chairman of the department.
At the ceremony, Srubek noted
that Dr. Masley had not only been
the first faculty member of the department when. it began in 1Q47, but
had also introduced research on the
use of native clays, development of
a nontoxic paint for children and

Cov-ered

WP"agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOIJ.!N

Japanese print-making techniques.
Masley Hall, located within the
College of Education, has been renovated to include new office and
classroom space as well as a new
gallery.
The Art Department faculty voted
to name the renovated building after
Dr. Masley several years ago and the
Board of Regents recently approved
the decision.
Interim President John Perovich
said at the dedication that he had
known Masley for "many, many
years" and that he was art "imagina·
tive and creative" person.
Perovich also said, "Alex was a
person of very few words,'' a statement that Masley proved true with
his speech.
He "sincerely thanked'' the Art

Quail!)' Dlank Cossette{
VIdeo Topes & Moxetll\eels
or tow, low Prices!
High Qoollry tol;e.iiM from .7fi.~i.7S
Moxeli'Hran'i tt:ao-~4.75
VIdeO fro<'n ~tO.S0-,2-',M

Mari-U ~e11 frOm ",,05·S7.09

Mlrilmum on:iM ~ulred. for prtcelljl wnd U.10 ta1
'frut"Muslt.!oip.
p0Dcl:l(<i04M
Alb\!,~ 87!~6 _

Education faculty and introduced his
family - his wife Dorothy, his son
Peter (a reporter for the Washington
Post) and his daughter Jennifer Predock.
Predock is an associate professor
and dance coordinator for the
Theatre Arts Department.
Professor Neal Townsend, director of the new Art Education Gallery, said that the retrospective eX·
hibition of Masley's works rep~e
sented "fifty-seven years of (artistic) growth and development" and
that Masley was '• giving the rest of
us a run for our money.''
Masley has had his work exhi·
bited in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art the Chicago Art Institute and
the 'New York World's Fair.

After nine years of playing
together, the band has a professional, if not particularly fresh, sound.
They arc especially adept at Beatlcs
material and wiH be c'!oing "Beatlcs
Night" perfonnances every Monday night that t.hey play at Bogart's,
one of their favorite clubs. The first
of these dates will be on Sept. 27.

FREE COLOR
tor select display advertisments.

CALL 277·5656 for the details.

Marshall, who seems the dominant member of the group with his
watered-down Tim Curry seductiveness, writes all the band's original
material. He won an honorable mention in a 1981 American song festival for his song "Reach Out'' that he
wrote in 1980.

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic's

Well Woman Clinic
Annual Exam~. Family Plannin!l. Pap
Smears. VD Screening:. Reli:rntb

Call For Appointment:
265-9511

Popejoy Hall

"li'J/LRF .11.1. 11/J.

ClUOD 111JSCiS JJAP/'1:.\"'"
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Presents

The World Renowned
The Original and Only

BALLET
FOLKLORICO
DE MEXICO

;i

• Sportawear
• Suite
• Coate

"We try to work around not getting so top·fortyish, by trying to play
popular songs as opposed to everything that's on the radio. You have
good songs that are classics that Jive
on," said Marshall.

-

..•

=

them.

and the Eagles. Typical original
favorites among the band are
"Gemini," "Forever," "Prelude
to n Qualuude," and don't forget
"Incidentally Bentley." Their
songs vary in feeling from reggae to
country to heavy metal to rock.
"I'm working on country metal
next," deadpanned Marshall.

"Reach Out," with its high vocals ripping into overdrive, has a Led
Zcpplin feel. Marshall's songwriting is also influenced by the Beatie>

R & Z SERVICE

... ......... .

they consider themselves a "Top

40" band as sorne prefer to label

"Dazzlingly beautiful" -· New York Times

Directed and Choreographed By
Joe Cavarerta

OL'SCRATCH le•diH'M•rsh•ll Nelson boogieut • lot:~~/ night·

club.

Amalia Hernandez
Sponsored by The Institute Nacional de Bellas Artes de Mexico

·*Thurs, Oct 14, Fri. Oct 15, Sat. Oct 16 ·· 8:15PM
Tickets - $20, $18, $14
[ASUNM-GSA Students% Price]

.-------·~---~;,:.
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STATE FAIR
SALE
All Clothing
and Shoes'
20% Off
9·15 fo 9-26
Sale prices also
effecflve of
The Rose In
The Galerla

Also in October
Oct. 7

• The Country Wife

Oct. 11 • Pilobolus Dance Theatre
Oct. 19 - Tartuffe

*Subscriber Night ·· some seats avaliable

-·
.
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Sports
lobos drub rebels, 49-21; still perfect at 3-0
George P. Chavez
In 1962, men sported crcwcuts
and women wore funny looking
drc~ses. And 20 year~ ago wa~ the
last time a Lobo football team was
undefe-ated arter its first three
games. But, Saturday night the J982
I.obos equalled that record by
~rushing the Rebels of Nevada-Las
Vegas 4lJ·21 in a non -conference
game played before 20, I'JB Joyal
fans at University Stadium.
The win helped the Lobos gain
revenge over the Rebels who pasted
UNM 72-7 and 49-42 the last two
times the teams met.
The Lobo offense totally dominntcd the game by rolling up 571 total
yards. UNM overpowered the Rebel
dl!l'cnsc so easily that second and
third " string quarterbacks Todd

.. ..

--:.1P

,y?~~

Williamson and Buddy Funck all
saw action and second, third and
even fourth • string running backs
played.'
UNM had a lot of success through
the air, as quarterback David Osborn
was 9-14 for 140 yards with one
interception and one touchdown.
Williamson was 4-4 for79 yards and
one touchdown and Buddy Funck
was I· 1 for 38 yards,
The Lobos also used eight backs
in the game and got 324 yards
rushing. Denny Allen, Carl Raven,
and Willie Turrell all made their first
scores of the season. The duo of
Mike Carter and Michael Johnson
proved unstoppable, as Johnson had
six carries for 48 yards and threw
some great blocks while Carter ran
the ball 10 times for Ill yards in·

~

Live

Entertainment ;

/~;,.orming Upstairs -

"Trans Atlantj_que"
Performing Downstairs - "Taps" Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday, Sept. 26th - "Wet Sox"

DRINK SPECIALS

eluding a speedy 76 yard dash up the
sideline for a touchdown. It was the
ninth longest touchdown run from
scrimmage in the history of UNM
football.
"lloved it. It was a 26 option, the
blocking went inside and l hugged
the sideline," Carter said while
signing autographs after the game.
In two previous games, UNLV
had dominated the Lobos. The Rebels scored 120 points and racked up
over 1200 yards against UNM.
Saturday they had 305 yards, most
of which was desparation passing as
the Rebels tried to play catch up ball
in the second half.

Osborn and ran 38 yards to paydirt.
Pete Parks kicked the second of his
seven extra points and UNM Jed 147 and that ended the scoring for the
first half.
The third quarter turned the game
around. UNM ex.ploded for 21
points while UNL V could barely
manage one touchdown against the
tough Lobo deft:nse which went into
the game ranked 11th in the nation.

Mike Carter scored twice in the
quarter, Once on a one yard run and
again with his dazzling 76 yard
scamper. Lobo receiver Robert
Mitchell who had earlier dropped a
sure touchdown pass avenged his record when Williamson connected
The Rebels drew first blood on with him on a 22 yard scoring strike.
their second possession, driving 86 UNLV' s Byron Brown scored a nevyards in 10 plays capped by an I 1 er-say-die touchdown late in the
yard touchdown pass from Rebel third quarter but the score was 35-14
quarterback Randell Cuningham to UNM and for all intents and purDarrell Hambrick. UNM came back poses the game was over.
and Osborn hit tight end John Lane
In the fourth quarter the Lobos
in the end zone after offensive guard
Mike A. Carter jumped on a fum- scored on their opening drive. Willie
bled punt on the UNL V six - yard Turrell leaped over from one yard
line. At the end of the first quarter out and UNM led the game42-14. In
the score was tied at 7-7 and it this quarter the Lobo first string delooked like it would be a close game. fense got a rest as substitutes were
But, in the second quarter, in one of used freely for the rest of the game.
the best offensive drives of the sea- Actualy UNM had been substituting
son, Carl Raven took a pitch from for the defense earlier, but this time a

Fans voice strike opinions

lot of players got to sec <\Ction for the
first time.
Running back Denny Allen added
ichig on the cake for UNM scori~g
his first touchdown of the season m
the fourth quarter from one yard out
with 8;50 showing on the clock.
By this time the Rebels looked
completely demoralized,. but
showed a little character by sconng a
touchdown with half a minute left in
the game.
The final score was 49-21 but
UNM could have had even more
points on the board. 'Receivers Der·
win Williams and Robert Mitchell
each dropped sure touchdown
passes.
''We could've put them away earlier, but those dropped passes hurt,"
offensive co-ordinator Frank Sadler
said.
Sadler said Osborn performed
well under pressure. And he thought
that the opening drive of the second
half and Carter's long run broke the
game open.
The Lobos are idle this weekend
and have two weeks to prepare for
their nex.t game when they put their
unmarked winning streak on the line
against the Air Force Falcons. The
Falcons are 1-0 in the WAC but lost
31-30 in a tough game against Texas
Tech Saturday.

NEW YORK (UP[)- While un- I don't want to sec it interrupted by a
ion head Ed Garvey was still ambi- strike," she said.
guous about the prospects for an imThe NFLPA. through Garvey,
pending NFL strike, some paying
customers made their feelings quite Friday claimed it had made a "major
step" to break the long contract im·
clear Sunday.
Garvey, Executive Director of the passe with management by veering
Players Association, and Jack Don- away from the previous demand for
Jan, Executive Director of the Man- 55 percent of the league's gross reagement Council, the league's bar- venues, Instead. the union proposed
gaining arm, appeared on NBC's a compensation fund derived from
''NFL '82" Sunday, a little more SO percent of the league's $2.1 bilthan 24 hours before the union's Ex- lion television package and other
ecutive Council is scheduled to meet monies involving income from each
in New York (2 p.m. EDT today) club on a pro rata basis.
and conduct a strike vote.
Some early fan reaction., though,
Donlan termed the new offer
didn't show much support for Gar- "very disappointing" Friday and
said it would actually cost NFL ownvey's employers.
"I think it's sad that it has to come ers more money than the original
to this," said Scott Wilson of proposal. The talks were broken off
Akron, Ohio, a fanner member of and no new ones scheduled before
the United Auto Workers who was the union's key meeting Monday.
)aid off from his job.
Robin Shennan of Stow, Ohio,
On Sunday, Donlan reiterated the
voiced her opposition to the ex· league's position that the players are
pected strike authorization.
attempting to seize control of the
''Football is my favorite sport and game.

Building to
be big help

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall • 883·8176
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CONTRACEPTIVE
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I ·...... - CREAMS & -JELLIES
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I
40% Below regular retail - our regular price!
I
1
Send $3.50 lor a prepaid 4.44 oz tube ol your choice.
1
I

J
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Please check your preference and mtum this coupon
Wlth your name, address, check or money order to:
Koromex II Jelly...............
ZPG SEATTLE
Koromex II Cream............
Dept. MDL
Orthogynol .... ..... ... .. .. .......
Orthocreme ......................
4426 Burke N.
Gynor II Jelly....................
SEATTLE, WA. 98103

OFFENSE played like UNM fans haven't seen in many years
could be seen last Saturday night. Quarterback David Osborn
prepares to hand off.

Rainbows amongst
leaders with victory
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~GOOD TIMES GAME ROO~
COUPON

~

COUPON

This coupon is good for two free games on
any VIdeo or pinball game at GOOD TIMES GAME ROOM

Jeff Alexander

DEFENSE confused UNL V's receivers and quarterback all night. Rebel Waymon Aldridge lets
a TO slip by while Lobo Nick Johnson defends.

LOOATEO IN THE CENTER OF

FAIR PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

Peters spoils McEacherns
debut as cross country coach

LOMAS AND SAN PEDRO

Limit of one coupon per person per day
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK FOR YoUR ENJOYMENT!

cross country coach Mike
McEachen. "Everybody did an exThe Arizona State SunDevilettes, cellentjob. Seven of the eleven girls
paced by a record shattering per- that we ran had career best times by a
fonnance by Sabrina Peters, won a least 30 seconds. ASU just ran a
three - team cross country meet held little faster.
out at the Albuquerque Academy.
The team scores came out: ASU
Peters outdistanced UNM's Silvie 29, UNM 34, UTEP 70.
Velay with a time of 18:24.2 in cap•
turing first place. Velay's time was a
"We're way ahead of where we
career • best 18:31.00, which were last year,'' added McEachern,
helped the Lobos take second place. who is in his first season as head
Third place finisher Marta Risen coach of the UNM cross country
came in with a 18:45.5 mark to lead team. "We just need to run a little
her University of Texas at El Paso closer together and we 'II be all
team to third place.
right."
Steve King

Labor Day Week Bonus!

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale SE Alb. NM 266-5725
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Bonus to all
First Time Donors
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with this coupon and a valid student or military ID
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Maria Trujillo of ASU finished
fourth, UNM's Joan Sterett came in
fifth, ASU's Micki Doane notched
sixth, and teammate Lisa Pfohl
came in seventh. Lobos Kathy Pfeifer, Margaret Metcalf and Cynthia
Valdez grabbed thr. last three spots
in the top ten.
"We.did real well,'' said UNM

the 2nd and a five kilometer race will
be held in Albuquerque on the 3rd,

Other UNM finishers in the 23 •
woman tace were: Lisa Mitchell
(llth),Linda Mitchell (13th), Kristi
Rapp (15), Val Fisher (17), Victoria
Malo (18) and Alfreda Juan (23rd).
The Lobos will. run in two races on

Oct. 2 and 3. The Balloon Festival
invitational will b!l held on Saturday

MIKE MCEACHERN

The win left Hawaii in a three·
A week ago, Colorado State
broke•a 14-game losing streak and ' way tie with New Mexico and Air
boldly set its sights on this year's Force for first in the WAC at 1-0.
Western Athletic Conference title, while CSU was in fourth with its l-1
but the Rams learned Saturday that conference mark.
old habits die hard.
The Falcons dropped a 31·30 non·
"We just haven't gotten into the
conference decision at Texas Tech
habit of winning yet," coach Leon
Saturday, while New Mexico beat
Fuller conceded after CSU's 13-9
visiting Nevada-Las Vegas 49-21 in
fourth-quarter lead slipped away and
another non-WAC game to lift the
Hawaii's Raphael Cherry hit on two Lobos' season mark to 3-0, their
touchdown passes to give the Rainbest start since 1962.
bow Warriors a 23-13·win and a 1-0
conference mark.
Texas Tech quarterback Jim Hart
"Sometimes," said Fuller, "we threw three touchdown passes and a
just have a hard time believing we two-point conversion pass to pace
can be a good football team."
his team, but Air Force quarterback
Marty Louthan gave much of the
Although CSU missed a chance to credit for Tech's win to the Red
pick off the team favored to chal- Raiders' defense.
lenge Brigham Young for the WAC
title and ended the week at 1·1 inWyoming, reeling from a pair of
stead of 2-0 in conference play, the WAC losses, added a win to the
Rams had come a long way from last Cowboys' non-conference record
year's disastrous 59-6 loss to the with a 36-27 victory over visiting
Rainbows. Even Cherry gave them Long Beach State. Coach AI Kin·
credit.
caid used two quarterbacks to direct
the Cowboys' wishbone offense and
"This year, CSU has much more said he planned to experiment furthpride in themselves," he said,
er with the strategy.
''They kept fighting to the very end.
This is a good CSU team.''
Senior Craig Johnson accounted
Still, the Rams' competitive play for 243 yards for the Cowboys,
in the weekend's only WAC game while junior college transfer Brad
was offset by a series of costly Baumberger - playing his first
errors.
game for Wyoming- claimed 223.
Barty on, quarterback Terry NuSan Diego State, which got off to
gent threw an interception to Hawaii
linebacker Carl Kenneybrew, who a poor start last week with a 44-32
ran it in for a touchdown, and later wAC Joss to Air Force, suffered a
the CSU signal caller was sacked for 28-0 non • conference Joss to Cali·
a safety. Cornerback Jim Taylor was fornia Saturday, while Texas-EI
called for pass interference in the Paso Iost31·10 to Southern Methodfinal period, setting Hawaii up for ist. UTEP is I ~2 on the season and
still untested in WAC play.
another score.
"We just made too many mis·
takes '' Fuller said. "I still think we
have 'a chance to run at the conference championship. I just wish we
could have made· something of our
opportunities."

Utah, also still waiting for a WAC
game, dropped to 1-2on the season
Saturday with a 21-12loss to the
Texas Longhorns. Brigham Young
was idle this week.

far as Greg Lang of Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio, was concerned.

"! think the situation is stupid,"
Lang snapped. ''The players arc stu- ·
pid for asking for so much money.
They should get more money, but
the Browns are just like any other
business - the owner takes all the
risks.''
Garvey denied the union is trying
to call the shots in pro football.
''The control issue is a phony
issue," he said Sunday.
All three major networks have
said they had protection clauses inserted into their latest agreement
with the NFL regarding the quality
of the product. If the NFL attempts
to continue the season despite a
strike, a significant drop in the ratings could signal TV executives to
activate the protection clauses, reducing the amount of revenue paid
to the owners.

universal travel service

Dan O'Shea

Tue. & Thur. ?!i¢ Well, Draft & Wine 7:30·9:30pm
Wed. 25¢ draft. beer 0·11pm

"We will not change our system

to pay the players,'' he said.
Donlan's point was well-taken as

The new gymnastics gymnasium
will benefit many. The dance program will have more room in Carlisle
Gym, 270 members of the press will
have room to cover the NCAA basketball finals and the gymnastics
program will have a facility for
national competitions.
Although the contract amount is
still being negotiated, construction
of the gymnastics gymnasium, just
south of University Arena, will be
done by the Jaynes Corporation. the
total budget for the entire project is
$510,000 said Bob Schmidt, en·
gineer and assistant director of the
Univcristy Architect's Office. The
completion date was set for Feb. 28,
1983.
Rusty Mitchell, UNM director of
gymnastics and men's gymnastic
coach, said the new building would
enable UNM to host the Gymnastic
World Cup Trials to be held in
September, 1983. UNM will also
attempt to host the 1985 NCAA
gymnastic championships.
Mitchell came up with the idea for
the new building. "It makes recruiting a lot easier for both the men's
and women's programs," he said,
Mitchell gave credit to Men's Athie·
tic Director John Bridgers and
Women's Athletic Director Linda
Estes, along with fonner UNM President William "Bud" Davis, In·
terim President John Perovich and
Chainnan of the Physical Education
Department Dr. Leon Griffin for
their support.

N

WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
AlllLINES
i\'o Clrarge.for·
Our Serdc·es

s

LOCATED AT GIHAHD & CENTHAL
.290(i c~nlral S.E.

255-1>6fi5

You,
yes you,
can serve
Margaritas
tonight.

Easy:
Just add tequila

vodka or gin!

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?
If you think you have problems with the above, you may ~e evaluated at no charge

for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.
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For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at
277-4757
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i
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Advertising
J•ublislted daily Monday through Friday.
Deadlilae 1 :OOpn1 the day before insertion.
Rates 17¢ per word per day,
12¢ per word per day if run
in five consecutive issues.

your ad, cotnplete with checl<::, is fme.
,Just address it to
Daily Lobo
"'
Classified Advertising,
UNM Box 20, City, 87131

MONUAV NIWJT t'OOTIIAI.L at Ned's. Hot dog
Centrnl SE.

9/20

HNIJ OlJf WIIAT'S going to happen! Read
"Rolling Thumler: The ('oming Earth Changes" by
J,R. Jochnutns. Available at Living Batch,
llrotltcrhood of I.ife, and UNM Bookstores.
9/24
MARY·I WAil't:f) but nlas, no Mary and no san·
dwidte! from Carrnro•s. 1 ct'' m~t for lunch on
Thumlay nnd I'll buy you a famous Cnrrnro's combo
piwl. OK· Nick.
9/20
KIMli.NS, IIOX·TRAINt:o, curc344-2~93.
9/21
lli'TOWN llOWNTOWN ALl,. Around your town.
It'• "('ross town" live.
9/22
l!NM WATEIU'OLO ('Lllll now forming, Caii2SS•
7726 for lnformaton.
9/21

I'RlGNAN(~V U~!)TING & counseling. Phone 247·
~~

~

CoNTA<"is.i:OUSliiNG, SOI.l!TIONS Cusey
()ptii.'Ui ('Onlpnny on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE DOT lliSlRIJIUTORS. !'rescription eyeglass
framcg <lrcenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
nmlm. $54. ~0 (regular $65.00). l'ny less Opticians,
~00' MtMul N.I: .• acw~s from LaBelles.
tfn
I'ASSI'OUf,
11)1-:NTlfU'ATION,
PIIOTOS,
lm•r~t prices in town! fMt, pleasing, near UNM.
Cn!l U,qJ2) or come to 123 Wellesley S.E. Corner
'iihet.
tfrt
I)JVORCF; AN() J•t:RSONAL Growth Seminar
bcgtni Sept. il 7:30.9:30pnt for two Tuesdays. C'ali
9/20
A('('t;RATE l!'iFOR~fATION All0l1T con·
trn•cptton, ~tcrtlizntion, abortion. Right To ('hoosc,
294 0171.
tfn

298·80~4; 266·3421.

f'AT IS A Feminist Issue. Groups forming now. Call
281-1795
9124

2. Lost & Found
('LAIJ\f YOl!R LOST posscssioru at Campus Police
8:00a.m, !o4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

3. Services
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses,
Dissertalions, Term papers Re.lumes, Graphics. 831·
3181.
9124
"ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and
other_secretarial services. Call THE OTH!\R OF·

TJlECATS

MEOJU

SeCONDHAND CLOrH!S
NEW & l/SED

9/20
I llAIIVSIT IN my home. Reas<>nable rates. 268·
6378
·
9/24
TYPt:RIGIIT·PROt'Jo:SSIONAL TYPING service.
265·5203,
9/23
TYPJNG 242·7576.
10/12
GUITAR I.F.SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E,
265·3315.
lfn
TYPING-PROFF.SSIONAI, QUALITY pronto at
Klnko/Pronto: TLC nt no extra charge. We will edit.
Kll', 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years ex·
pericncc, John Mitchell268·0496.
9/21
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS.Trnmway area, 85
cents/page, 299·1355.
12/13
TYPIST·TERM PAPERS 75 cents, Resumes. 299·
9/30
8970.
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
genius, 242·3093.
IJ/30
TREE TRIMMING SERVICE & removal call Bill
266-442S, 255-4586.
9/24
TYPING DONE t'AST accurate, reasonable, 2943127.
10/8

4. Housing
lfNt'liRNISHED l·BEDROO!'tfAPT. South Vail_,,
Horse facilities. $175/itio. Share U!ltittes. 217·2146 or
873·2065.
9/24
ROOMMATE, IIOUSE IN heights, with tWo others.
SI6S includes bills. Neat, quiet person wanted. John
293·5042.
9/24

3 BEIJROOM HOUSE S365 p/mo. Walking distance
from UNM. Fenced yard storage shed. CAII2S6-7210'
!i1!2
lifter 5:00.
IIOtJSEMATE NEE() ED. CLOSE to UNM. $150 ad
9/20

v, utilities. Mark 344·12S4 after 6:00.

DEI.UXE ONE BEDROOM apts. Two'blocks for
UNM Varsity house and Kachina house, 141
ColumbiaS.E. 268·0525.
9,30
FOR RENT~ QUIET student apartment-4 blocks
South or iJNM, large yard, partly furnished, ali
utilities paid, $148/mo. $80 refundable damage
deposit•No pets. No waterbcds. 831·2080.Bilrbara.
9/22

JIOUSEMATE WANTED. MATURE student to
share 3 Br, 2 bath house, study room, yard, pets OK,
near UNM. $150/mo. plus V, utilities. Call266·9976,
277·391 5.
9/22
t'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to ~hare three
bedroom house. Private, Just north of UNM.
$175/mo plus 'h utilities. 265.0106.
9/21
t'EMALE IIOUSEMATE NON· smoking to share 3
bdr. house. 1405 Lead S.E, Call Steve or Emily 242·
7156,
9/21
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY, $130, beautiful view,
near TVI nnd UNM. Laundry facilities. Cali 2567748.1313 WellesleyS.E.
9/30
•·oR RENT: 1 bedroom, Sl60, Beautiful view. Ncar
TVI and UNM. Laundry facilities. Call 256-7748,
1313 Wellesley S.E.
9130
IIOUSE •·oR SALE Valley Comforts 7 mins. from
UNM 1600sq.ft. 3 bdrm, I bath. FF and basement.
$60's assumable loan and negotiable terms. 344·6218
weekends, 1·327-6403 weekdays.
9/20
LIVE CHEAPER NOW· sell on graduation, 2 lldr,
House w/triplex, low down, no qualifyina881·9004,
9/20
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft, office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, nus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitcheg with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room itnd laundry. Adult
cquples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
FOR'l!ENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, ell utilities paid, Sl2S security deposit, Fully
furnished·securlty locks and laundry facilir1es. No
children or (\lets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-~392.

S. ForSale
1975 HONDA XL350 very good conditon. Depen·
dable transportation. $550. Jerry25S·I705.
9/24

1!163 VW BUG good condition, $800. 242-5771. 9/20
FOR SALE AMERICAN Eskimo female. U.K.C.
Registered, born 4/26/82 has shots. Call 292-6928
after 5:00pm. SI2S.
9/24
HP-41CV PLUS WAND, reader, software. New

The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

FAMILY

Applications for
1982-83 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest

fO • ~: 30 !HOII·rRI
!0 •7 TU(./0-+ SAT

(UNM's Fine Art/Literary Publication)
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All applicants must be registered UNM students and should have
some background in fine art, literature or performing arts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest in all areas of
art, Hours are flexible, but average between 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position is non-paying and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practical experience can be gained.
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hall, P.oom 131 and
when returned must be accompanied by a resume and a brief
sample of creative or pertinent work.

For more information,
call 277-5656
1 & A Lari;.::tt Drink ;
Deadline to return applications is
b.atuB;riit~;~~~.J :~---1_2_n_o_o_n_,_M_o_n_·._s_e.:p~t_._2_7...;';....1_9_8_2____,
1

.,..

pair of Tony Lamas and Durango, Both are7'hD's,
g9od copdition. 266·4024, after 5:00.
9/20
PEUGEOT ll·SPEED ONE year old, excellent
condition, $180. 262·0939 evscnlngs,
9/22

19'n VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT, 4D/4sp. Excellent
condition,
evenings.

Practical

student vehicle,

255·2904,
9/22

LEFT HANDED FENDER precision bass with case.
Sunburst with metallic pick guard $400.00 OBO
Adam, 888·3173,
9/20
REO SPEEDWAGON TICKETS $22.00. Call 292·
8843 and leave message. All calls will be returned.
9/20

19'n KAWASAKI 400CC Mint condition. JAWA
moped.49ccnew. 243.0105.

9/20

1950 HARLEY DAVIDSON, excellent running
con,diton, extra parts, 265·2586 after 6pm weekdays,
all day weekends.
9/20
TEN·SPEED MOTOBECANF; nomade man's 23·
inch. $100/offer, 2~5·170~.
9/20
MOTORCYCLE
BATTERIES.
prices, 2522 1st NW. 247·3656.

EXCELLENT
10/8

Tet•taas at·c cash in advance.

nnd beer for a buck; giant screen TV. Ned's, 4200

1.:

9/20

BOOrS; TOO MANY bo<>IS In my close!, Must sell

EARN REALLY BIG$$$ with ()Ur lightning selling
product that sells itself in campus social center or
cafeteria. Send name, school address and phone
number for full details. Write TSF, 136 Lakeshore
Drive, Marlboro, Ma. 01752.
9/20

1. Personals

I1

9XIl GREEN SHAG rug, 268-3842 after 5:00,

6. Employment

Mailin~

3/0#CENTRJ.L,SE
.ZSS·8.3JO

9/24

FUJI ROYAL 11 speed, Excellent conditon. Many
9/20
accesories, $300, or offer. 247·9642,

J•Jaee to bring your ads is Marron IIall, room 131
(between ~Journalism and Biology).

llonrs of operation for Student Publications
arc 8:00 a.xn. tlrrough 5:00 p. ·m.

for~~.

condition $60(), 242·6128 after 3:00pm.

.

2 Slices- Of Cheese Pizza

1I

TELEPHONE WORK PART· time at home. $5-$20
per hour after training. Richard 262.Q928,
9/20
FUNP.RAISING STUDENT organizations earn
extra moqey, Music coupon book sales. High profits.
9/20
Richard 262.Q928,
WANTED: A MARRIED couple to serve as
residence hail houscparents for coed situation,
Preference given to graduate students In appropriate
academic area.- Small salary and housing. Apply to
Louise Garcia, President's office, University of
Albuquerque, St. Joseph Place, NW, Albuquerque,
NM 87140. Deadline date: Sept. 23, 1982.
9/20
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
9/24
LOOKING FOR A job with perfect hours? Let us
train you t0 be a pro ~ess Iona I Bart en d er. I n ter·
national Academy of Bartending 560Q.B McLeod
NE. Phone 243-9358 24 hrs. Hurry tlasses forming
nowl.
9/24

7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR RIDE In the Daily Lobo.

8. MisceUaneous

CONCINNITY·A HARMONY of parts, Drawings
by Babette Baker, Fiber Sculpture by Anita Hud!in
Brashear, Poetry by Leslie Donovan, Music by Scott
Jones. Exhibit through Sept. 24 in theASA Gallery,
9/24
MUSIC, POF;TRY PERFORMANCE· Concinnlty,
A Harmony of Parts, Music by Scott Jones, poetry by
Leslie Donovan. Friday, 7:30pm (prompliy), ASA
Gallery.
9/21
ENTER A FANTASTIC wilderness race on Sept. 25.
Call SHOWDOWN Tenis Club for Info, 293·5820,
9/20
BALLOONS! BALLOONS! GIVE that someone
special a "Big Lift", Helium Balloon Bouquets for all
occasions-Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get well, New
Baby, or just because "I love you". 298·5411. 10/1

9. Las N oticlas
MEETING? CLUB? ORGAN'..zATION? Advertise
in Las Noticias,
tfn
ANTIIONY HERRERA CLASSICAL Guitarist will
perform at the SUB noontime comer act 12noon·
1;OOpm, 'Sept 20th Southside of the New Mexico
Union.
9/20
YOUR CHANCE OF a lifetime. Ride in hot air
balloon during Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta. Oct 4:-8.
$25 ea. (714)565-707.5.
9/24
TAROT AND ASTROLOGY c~o~sses starting
October in Albuquerque. Learn the mysteries behind
the cards or bow to interpret your rhart. Claire Le
9/20
Normand 983·2372.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 2nd
meeting; Wednesday, Sept. 22, 7:00pm in Ortega Hall
room 327, Program: Hal Norris from University
Heigh IS Hospital "Marketing a Service". Everyone
welcome!,
9/22
GAY AND LESBIAN stud~nt unlom Russel Gray,
J.D. will speak on lesbian/gay politics. Wednesday
9/22
22nd, 7:30pm, SUB 23 I A·B.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT· 13 sensational sand·
wiches, burritos (Albuquerque's bigsest & best),
salads, fresh fruit, chemical free meats, Lunch &
Dinner specials daily.'' The real food specialists",
Morning Glory cafe, 2933 Monte Vista NE 268·7040,
9/20
BREAKFAST SPECIAL- 2 egss, 2 sausage patties,
toast & homcfries $2.50, free green chili, Morning
Glory Cafe, 2933 Monte Vista NE 268·7040 "The real
food specialists".
9/20
STOP SMOKING WITHOUT climbing the wails.
Start Monday·be a non-smoker Friday, Money back
guarantee Call The Last Match 884-9142.
9/20

l
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15% off with this ad
through Nov. 1

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
52 Family
THURSDAY'S
patronage
PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Sports name 54 Physicians
5 Classified
58 Bird
10 Ella
59 Type of
14 Vedic
retirement
goddess
acct.
15 Uneven
60 Insect
16 Melange
62 Honeydew
17 Soften
65 Weathercock
18 Dough
67 Eye socket
19 Ms. Lollobri· 69 Weight unit
glda
70 UK town
20 Royal
71 Averse
residence
72 Saint and
22 Betray
Gabor
24 Jitney
73 Ovule
25 Mainstay
74Wild
27 Practical one
party
29 Please75 Disavow
13 Crow
drug
21 Quahog
46 Take shape
32 Grieve
DOWN
23 Glorify
48 Touchy
33 Gorge
1 Swelling
26 Author Anya 51 Slavers
34 Set type
2 Confused
28 Grounds
53 Worked OK
matter
3 Stabilized
29 Radiate
54 Plunges
36 Entrepot
4 Property
30 Roof part
55 Declaim
40 Affirm
5 Firearm
31 - and
56 Kayak's
42 Caesar
6 Macaw
Pythias
cousin
44 Pivot
7 Buffet
35 Courses
57 Sharpen
45Award
8 Oleate
37 Sorrowful
61 Steel beam
47 Roman date
63 Author Paton
9 Businessman 38 Possessive
49 Part of "to
10 Diary
39 Abound
64 Bright
be"
11 Plea
41 Intent
66 Tall
50 Cocoon
12 Without
43 Forgetfulness 68 Disciple
ACROSS

